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Abstract
A
– Thiss paper investigaates the simulatiion time and reaal time use of IE
EEE wireless staandards for distrributed VANET
T. Inter
vehicle communnication in VAN
NET requires thee appropriate use of wireless staandard which suupport high data rate along with better
communication range in sparse as well as in den
nse situation. Thhis paper study different
d
wireless standards supp
ported by VANE
ET and
compare their parameters
p
(rangge, data rate, annd frequency bannd). It finally cooncludes the best suitable standdard for real tim
me and
simulation time environment.
Keywords - VAN
NET, wireless, IE
EEE 802.11, IEE
EE 802.15, IEEE
E 802.16, IEEE 802.20,
8
Distribuuted VANET.

I.

in distribbuted should be
b large as com
mpared to centralised
approachh.

INTROD
DUCTION

VANET is an enhanccement in ad--hoc wireless
network towarrd the applicattion of vehicular system. In
VANET diffeerent types of vehicles comm
municate with
each other to share the sppeed, location and different
parameters. Thhe size of inforrmation shared
d and message
to be sent at distance
d
is varyying according to the density
of vehicles. As this informattion is shared wirelessly,
w
the
appropriate wiireless standardd should be chhosen. There is
mainly IEEE 802.11, 802.115, 802.16, 80
02.20 wireless
standards are available. Inn this paper we are just
comparing thee different parrameters for thhese standards
and conclude, which is the best
b standard for
f distributed
VANET at simulation time and real time
implementatioon.

At a dense situaation in distriibuted VANET
T the
s
carry maximum
m
datta. Consider iif the
media should
average size of data oof vehicles in 100 meters arre 1K
bytes, an
nd 1M bytes iin a range of 250 meters. So
S the
media shhould carry that amount of data
d
at a time. As a
density increases the size of the data to be carried
increased, so maximum
m bandwidth sh
hould be requirred.
II. WIR
RELESS STA
ANDARDS
Theere are many standards avaailable for wiireless
Networkk. In this papeer we consideer only compaarative
wireless standard for distributed VA
ANET. So thesse are
not the complete
c
set oof standards. And
A this compaarison
is not exhaustive
e
unttil the new arrivals
a
of wiireless
standardds.

In today’ss life traffic congestions
c
aree unavoidable
part. Drivers waste their most of tim
me in traffic
congestion. Intelligent
I
transportation systems are
accepted to av
void road acciidents, to find
d nearest road
segment, and traffic
t
free movvement of vehiicles.
There aree basically two
o approaches for intelligent
transportation system (ITS
S). Centraliseed system in
which vehicles communicatee with road sidde unit and in
Distributed system
s
there is a vehiclee to vehicle
communicatio
on. In centraliseed system roadd side units are
placed near road
r
side at a density off 2 or 3 per
kilometre. In distributed sy
ystem vehiclees are at any
distance from each other. So the communnication range

Fig.1: Intelligeent Transportattion System
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Scientific and Medical (ISM) 2.4 GHz short-range radio
frequency band.

A. IEEE 802.11-WLAN/Wi-Fi
In 1997, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) created the first WLAN standard.
They called it 802.11 after the name of the group formed
to oversee its development. Unfortunately, 802.11 only
supported a maximum network bandwidth of 2 Mbps too slow for most applications.
For this reason, ordinary 802.11wireless products
are no longer manufactured.
802.11
Standard

Freq.
(GHz)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Data
Rate
(Mbps)

Approximate
Range
(m)

a

5

20

54

120

b

2.4

20

11

140

g

2.4

20

54

140

n

2.4/5

20

100

250

802.15
Standard

Freq.
(GHz)

Data Rate

802.15.1

2.4

3Mbps

Approximate
Range
(m)
100

802.15.3

2.4

110Mbits

10

802.15.4

2.4

250Kbps

75

Table 2: Comparison of 802.15 PAN Standards
IEEE 802.15.4 was designed to address the need for
a low-cost and low-power wireless solution and has
become a solid foundation for monitoring and
controlling networks, including ZigBee technology,
RF4CE industry consortium, WirelessHART technology
as well as numerous other proprietary network stacks.
Freescale's one-stop-shop is complete with hardware
and software, which includes development tools and
reference designs, all designed to help ease 802.15.4
wireless development and speed time to market. IEEE
standard 802.15.4 intends to offer the fundamental lower
network layers of a type of wireless personal area
network (WPAN) which focuses on low-cost, low-speed
ubiquitous communication between devices (in contrast
with other, more end-user oriented approaches, such
as Wi-Fi).

Table 1: Comparison of 802.11 Wi-Fi Standards
The most popular are those defined by the 802.11b
and 802.11g protocols, which are amendments to the
original standard followed by 802.11g and 802.11n.
802.11n is a new multi-streaming modulation technique.
Other standards in the family (c–f, h, j) are service
amendments and extensions or corrections to the
previous specifications [1]. The WLAN standard
operates on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz Industrial, Science
and Medical (ISM) frequency bands. The table 1 shows
the comparison of 802.11 standard.

The emphasis is on very low cost communication of
nearby devices with little to no underlying
infrastructure, intending to exploit this to lower power
consumption even more. The basic framework
conceives a 75-meter communications range with
a transfer rate of 250 Kbit/s. Tradeoffs are possible to
favour more radically embedded devices with even
lower power requirements, through the definition of not
one, but several physical layers. Lower transfer rates of
20 and 40 Kbit/s were initially defined, with the 100
Kbit/s rates being added in the current revision.

B. IEEE 802.15-PAN
IEEE 802.15 is a working group of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) IEEE
802 standards
committee
which
specifies
wireless personal area network (PAN ) standards. It
basically divides into 3 groups IEEE 802.15.1, 802.15.3,
and 802.15.4.
IEEE
802.15.1
i.e.
Bluetooth is
a proprietary open wireless technology standard for
exchanging data over short distances (using short
wavelength radio transmissions in the ISM band from
2400-2480 MHz) from fixed and mobile devices,
creating personal area networks (PANs) with high levels
of security. Created by telecoms vendor Ericsson in
1994, it was originally conceived as a wireless
alternative to RS-232 data cables. It can connect several
devices, overcoming problems of synchronization.
Bluetooth uses a radio technology called frequencyhopping spread spectrum, which chops up the data being
sent and transmits chunks of it on up to 79 bands
(1 MHz each; centered from 2402 to 2480 MHz) in the
range 2,400-2,483.5 MHz (allowing for guard bands).
This range is in the globally unlicensed Industrial,

Ultra wideband will not replace Bluetooth for shortrange communications, because Bluetooth is a complete,
end-to-end communications standard, whereas UWB is
merely a radio technology that can be used as part of an
overall standard. Bluetooth defines how data is
managed, formatted and physically carried over a
wireless personal-area network (WPAN). However,
designers expect that future Bluetooth implementations
will be built on top of UWB signals.
802.15.3 is the IEEE standard for a high-data-rate
WPAN designed to provide sufficient quality of service
for the real-time distribution of content such as video
and music. It is ideally suited for a home multimedia
wireless network. The original standard uses a
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also be driven by the availability of the 3.65-GHz
spectrum that the FCC opened up this past year [3] [4].

traditional carrier-based 2.4-GHz radio as the physical
transmission layer.
802.15.3a, a follow-on standard still in the
formative stages, will define an alternative physical
layer. Current proposals based on UWB will provide
more than 110Mbit/sec. at a distance of 10 meters and
480Mbit/sec. at 2 meters. This will allow the streaming
of high-definition video between media servers and
high-definition monitors, as well as the extremely fast
transfer of files between servers and portable devices
[2].
Table 2 shows the comparison between different
802.15 standards.
C. IEEE 802.16-WiMax

Fig 2: IEEE 802.16 (BWA)

IEEE 802.16 stands for WiMAX (Worldwide
Interoperability for Microwave Access) is a trademark
for a family of telecommunications protocols that
provide fixed and mobile Internet access. The 2005
WiMAX revision provided bit rates up to 40 Mbit/s with
the 2011 update up to 1 Gbit/s for fixed stations. It
supports the frequency bands in the range between 2
GHz and 11 GHz, specifies a metropolitan area
networking protocol that will enable a wireless
alternative for cable, DSL and T1 level services for last
mile broadband access, as well as providing backhaul
for 801.11 hotspots. Fig. 2 shows WiMAX as broad
band wireless access.

The table 3 shows comparative 802.16 standards.
Mobile
WiMAX2.0
Standard

802.16m

Usage

WMAN
Portable

Over 300
Throughput Mbps(100
MHz BW)

It can provide broadband wireless access (BWA) up
to 50 km for fixed stations (e.g., desktop PCs), and 5 15 km for mobile stations (e.g., notebooks, computers,
mobile phones, personal media players, and PDAs). The
newest version of the IEEE 802.16 standard, dubbed
802.16m or Mobile WiMAX 2.0, could drive mobility
up to 350 km/hr and push the data transfer speed up to 1
Gbps. Draft one of 802.16m is expected to deliver
performance of over 300 Mbps in 4x4 MIMO
configurations using 20-MHz channels and will likely
be finalized in 2011.

Range

Typical 1-3
miles

Frequency

Sub 6 GHz

Mobile
WiMAX

Fixed
WiMAX
802.16d(8
802.16e
02.162004)
WMAN
WMAN
Portable
Fixed
Up to
Up to
75Mbps(2
30Mbps(10
0MHz
MHz BW)
BW)
Typical 1-3 Typical 4miles
6 miles
Sub
2-6 GHz
11GHz

Table 3: Comparison of IEEE 802.16 Standards
D. IEEE 802.20-MBWA
IEEE 802.20 i.e. mobile broadband wireless access
operates at frequency below 3.5GHz.The actual data rate
it supports is 1Mbps and it supports vehicular mobility
classes up to 250Km/h [5].

WiMAX allows for infrastructure growth in
underserved markets and is today considered the most
cost-effective means of delivering secure and reliable
bandwidth capable of supporting business critical, realtime applications to the enterprise, institutions and
municipalities. It has proven itself on the global stage as
a very effective last mile solution. In the United States
though, licensed spectrum availability and equipment
limitations have held up early WiMAX adoption. In
fact, while there are currently 1.2+ million WiMAX
subscribers worldwide, only about 11,000 of those are
from the United States. Future growth in this market
will be driven by wireless ISPs like Clear wire who
intends to cover 120-million covered POPs in 80
markets with WiMAX by the end of 2010. Growth will

Since July 1999, the IEEE 802.16 Working Group
on Broadband Wireless Access has been openly
developing voluntary consensus standards for Wireless
Metropolitan Area Networks with global applicability.
Addressing the demand for broadband access to
buildings, IEEE 802.16 provides solutions that are more
economical than wired-line alternatives. The standards
set the stage for a revolution in reliable, high-speed
network access in the “last mile” of Internet by homes
and enterprises [6]. On December 11th, 2002, the IEEE
Standards Board approved the establishment of IEEE
802.20 Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA)
Working Group. It described the scope of IEEE 802.20
as:
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traffic situation on a planned route [17], and
coordinating car flow and traffic lights [18, 14].

Specification of physical and medium access control
layers of an air interface for interoperable mobile
broadband wireless access systems, operating in
licensed bands below 3.5 GHz, optimized for IP-data
transport, with peak data rates per user in excess of 1
Mbps. It supports various vehicular mobility classes up
to 250 Km/h in a MAN environment and targets spectral
efficiencies, sustained user data rates and numbers of
active users that are all significantly higher than
achieved by existing mobile systems [6].
According to the MBWA announcement, IEEE 802.20
is aimed at mobile communication, and its data rate can
reach more than 2Mbps in high speed mobile
application. IEEE 802.20 is the first real broadband
wireless network standard that dedicatedly supports the
mobility of network. A comparison between IEEE
802.20 and others mobile techniques for traditional RCS
are shown in Table 4 [7][8][9].
III. OPERATION MODES
We have seen four wireless standards with their
different classes. They have different modes of
operation: Ad-hoc, infrastructure [10], with this we
check one more mode i.e. VANET. Infrastructure
wireless networks usually have some kind of base
station1 which acts as a central node which connects the
wireless terminals. The base station is usually provided
in order to enable access to the Internet, an intranet or
other wireless networks. Most of the time the base
stations have a fixed location, but certain mobile base
stations also exist. The disadvantage over ad hoc
networks is that the base station is a central point of
failure. If it stops working none of the wireless terminals
can communicate with each other.

Characte GSM-R
ristics
Data
2.4Rate
28.8Kbps

TETRA
version 2
96384Kbps

GT800
(3G)
2Mbps,
<
144Kbps
in
high
speed

IEEE
802.20
16Mbps,
> 2Mbps
at
the speed
of
250mk/h

Latency

About
1000ms

About
500ms

About
250ms

About
30ms

Spectral
Efficiency

200KHz/8
channel

25KHz/4ch About
annel
0.2b/s/H
z/cell

>
1b/s/Hz/c
ell

Cell
radius
Spectru
m

5~10 Km

10~15 Km

2~5 Km

> 15 Km

Licensed
bands 876
-880/921925MHz

Licensed
bands 806
-821/851866Mhz

Licensed
bands
below
2.7GHz

Licensed
bands
below
3.5GHz

Switching
Method

Circuit

Circuit

Circuit/P Packet
acket

Table 4：IEEE 802.20 Vs. Other Mobile Techniques
used by Traditional RCS
The different standard support different mode of
operation. We see in table 5 which standard support
which mode.
Standard
802.11a/b
/g/n
802.15.1/
4/3

Ad hoc networks can be formed “on the fly”
without the help of a base station. Self organization is
the key to forming an ad hoc network because initially
there is no central node to talk to. In ad hoc networks the
wireless terminals may communicate directly with each
other while terminals in infrastructure networks have to
use the base station to relay their messages [10].

802.16
m/e/d
802.20

The application of mobile communication
technology to support road traffic constitutes a
challenging, [11] but at the same time very promising
working area for research and development. A whole
community has formed around the questions that
vehicular communications and, in particular, vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs) pose. Consisting of public
authorities, academia, and car manufacturers [12, 13,
14], this community fosters the use of communication
technology to enhance driving security and comfort.
Proposed applications reach from the reduction of
road casualties by avoidance systems [15] to offering
guidance to available parking lots [16], discovering the

Ad hoc
Yes

Infrastructure
Yes

VANET

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 5: Modes of Operation for Different Wireless
Standard
IV. INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM
Figures 3 and 4 depict the possible distributed
communication
configurations
in
intelligent
transportation systems. These include inter-vehicle and
routing-based communications. Inter-vehicular and
routing-based communications rely on very accurate and
up-to-date information about the surrounding
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environment, which,
w
in turn,, requires the use
u of accurate
positioning syystems and smaart communicaation protocols
for exchanging information.. In a networkk environment
c
n medium is shared,
s
highly
in which the communication
unreliable, annd with limitted bandwidth
h [16], smart
communicatio
on protocols must guaranttee fast and
reliable deliveery of informaation to all veehicles in the
vicinity. It is
i worth men
ntioning that Intra-vehicle
communicatio
on uses techhnologies succh as IEEE
802.15.1 (Blueetooth), IEEE 802.15.3 (Ultrra-wide Band)
and IEEE 8022.15.4 (Zigbee)) that can be ussed to support
wireless comm
munication innside a vehiclle but this is
outside. [20]

inherentt in naïve broaddcasting by lim
miting the numbber of
messagees broadcast foor a given emeergency event. If the
event-deetecting vehiclee receives the same messagee from
behind, it assumes thaat at least one vehicle in thee back
has received it and ceaases broadcastiing. The assum
mption
t vehicle in the back willl be responsible for
is that the
moving the message aalong to the resst of the vehicles. If
a vehiclee receives a meessage from more
m
than one source
s
it will acct on the first m
message only [222].

A.
A Inter vehicular communication
The inteer-vehicle com
mmunication configuration
(Fig. 3) uses multi-hop mullticast/broadcaast to transmit
ver multiple hoops to a group
traffic related information ov
of receivers. In intelligen
nt transportattion systems,
vehicles need only be conccerned with acctivity on the
d not behind (aan example off this would be
road ahead and
for emergenccy message dissemination
n about an
imminent collision or dynam
mic route sched
duling). There
are two typess of message forwarding inn inter-vehicle
communicatio
ons: naive brroadcasting an
nd intelligent
broadcasting. In naive brroadcasting, vehicles
v
send
broadcast messsages periodiccally and at reggular intervals.
Upon receipt of the messagge, the vehiclle ignores the
h come from
m a vehicle beehind it. If the
message if it has
message comees from a vehhicle in front, the receiving
vehicle sends its own broaadcast messagge to vehicles
behind it. Thiss ensures that all enabled veh
hicles moving
in the forward direction get all
a broadcast messages.
m

Fig 4: Routinng Based Comm
munication
V. DIS
SCUSSION
Theere are many standards thatt relate to wiireless
access inn vehicular envvironments. Thhese standards range
from prootocols that appply to transpon
nder equipmennt and
communnication protocols throuugh to security
specificaation, routinng, addressinng services, and
interoperability protocols.
ment of VANE
ET i.e.
Deppending upon the developm
simulatio
on based development and real time
developm
ment, inter vehicle commuunication and intra
vehicle communication
c
n we face certtain challengess. The
challengges faced are giiven in table 6..

Standarrd

License/
Un licensed

802.11aa/b
Unlicensedd
/g/n
802.15.1/
4/6
Unlicensedd

3 Inter Vehicuular Communiccation
Fig. 3:
The limitations of the broadcasting
b
m
method
is that
a generated,
large numbers of broadcasst messages are
therefore, inccreasing the risk of messsage collision
resulting in loower message delivery
d
rates and increased
delivery timees [21]. Inteelligent broad
dcasting with
implicit ackn
nowledgement addresses the
t
problems

802.166
m/e/d
d

Unlicensedd

802.200

Licensed

Lower Rangge Higher Raange
Data
Data
Ran
nge
Range
R
rate
rate
1111-100 12001
120100
Mbps 2500m
250m
Mbps
250Kbp
250Kb
2-sps- 100-100
1000m
1Gbps
1Gbps
30Mb
1Gbps 1km
m
5-15km
ps
80
80
15K
Km
155Km
Mbps
Mbps

Tablee 6: Comparisoon of IEEE Stanndards accordiing to
Range, Daata Rate, and License.
L
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So, now we proceed for comparative study of Wi-Fi
and WiMAX which has unlicensed frequency,
maximum data rate and greater communication range.

A. WiMAX
[23] 802.16 WiMAX cannot deliver 70 Mbit/s over
15 kilometers (31 miles). Like all wireless technologies,
WiMAX can operate at higher bitrates or over longer
distances but not both. Operating at the maximum range
of 15 km increases bit error rate and thus results in a
much lower bit rate. Conversely, reducing the range (to
less than 1 km) allows a device to operate at higher
bitrates.

A. WiMAX and Wi-Fi
Comparisons and confusion between WiMAX
and Wi-Fi are frequent because both are related to
wireless connectivity and Internet access.

A city-wide deployment of WiMAX in Perth,
Australia demonstrated that customers at the cell-edge
with an indoor Customer-premises equipment (CPE)
typically obtain speeds of around 1–4 Mbit/s, with users
closer to the cell tower obtaining speeds of up to
30 Mbit/s]
Like all wireless systems, available bandwidth is
shared between users in a given radio sector, so
performance could deteriorate in the case of many active
users in a single sector. However, with adequate
capacity planning and the use of WiMAX's Quality of
Service, a minimum guaranteed throughput for each
subscriber can be put in place. In practice, most users
will have a range of 4-8 Mbit/s services and additional
radio cards will be added to the base station to increase
the number of users that may be served as required.

¾

WiMAX is a long range system, covering many
kilometres, which uses licensed or unlicensed
spectrum to deliver connection to a network, in
most cases the Internet.

¾

Wi-Fi uses unlicensed spectrum to provide access
to a local network.

¾

Wi-Fi is more popular in end user devices.

¾

Wi-Fi
runs
on
the Media
Access
Control's CSMA/CA protocol,
which
is
connectionless and contention based, whereas
WiMAX runs a connection-oriented MAC.

¾

WiMAX and Wi-Fi have quite different quality of
service (QoS) mechanisms:
9

WiMAX uses a QoS mechanism based on
connections between the base station and the
user device. Each connection is based on
specific scheduling algorithms.

9

Wi-Fi uses contention access - all subscriber
stations that wish to pass data through
a wireless access point (AP) are competing for
the AP's attention on a random interrupt basis.
This can cause subscriber stations distant from
the AP to be repeatedly interrupted by closer
stations, greatly reducing their throughput.

B. MBWA
Mobile Broadband Wireless Access have higher
data rate with maximum range up to 15Km. It has
license frequency bands below 3.5 GHz.
C. PAN
Private area network has unlicensed frequency band
with data rate up to 250Kbps and limited range which is
suitable for intra vehicular and not for inter vehicular.

¾

D. Wi-Fi
In Wi-Fi 802.11b/g has data rate up to 11 Mbps in
practical scenario and communication range of 250m
which better than 802.11 a/n and it has unlicensed
frequency bands
VI. COMPARISON
From above discussion we can see that private area
network (PAN) has very low data rate where as for
distributed VANET communication the minimum
requirement of data rate in dense situation is 1-2 Mbps.

Both 802.11 (which
includes
Wi-Fi)
and 802.16 (which includes WiMAX) define Peerto-Peer (P2P) and ad hoc networks, where an end
user communicates to users or servers on
another Local Area Network (LAN) using its access
point or base station. However, 802.11 supports
also direct ad hoc or peer to peer networking
between end user devices without an access point
while 802.16 end user devices must be in range of
the base station [3][23].

VII. CONCLUSION
In distributed vehicular network different vehicles
communicate with each to share messages for road
status, speed of vehicle, location status and many
parameters. In highly dense situation the standard
should carry very large amount of data at a time for
different vehicles. In distributed communication
environment we cannot predict the distance between

Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA) has a
maximum range and data rate sufficient for distributed
VANET communication. But as it has licensed
frequency band we cannot used it for real time
communication.
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vehicles, so to remain in communication range at sparse
environment the standard should have maximum range.
At simulation environment we require wireless
standard which support maximum range with high data
rate along with licensed free frequency bands.
Considering above factors and from comparison we
can conclude that Private Area Network cannot support
the required data rate to carry data. WiMAX cannot
support greater communication range and high data rate
at a time, so it is unreliable in case of distributed
VANET.
Mobile Broadband Wireless Access has better data
rate with greater communication range, but as it has
licensed frequency band we cannot used at simulation
time but we can used at real time communication.
IEEE 802.11b standard supports most of the
requirement of VANET i.e. communication range, data
rate and as it has licensed free frequency band we can
used this wireless standard at distributed VANET
simulation time environment.
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